
INT. A PUB IN THE BRIGHTON LANES. 

It’s a quiet pub as the sun shines outside, everyone is in 
the garden. A young man walks in and looks around sheepishly. 
He finds the WC SIGN then spots the SIGN underneath “FOR 
CUSTOMER USE ONLY”. He makes a dash for it when a burly 
barman stops him. The barman points at the “FOR CUSTOMERS 
ONLY” sign and blocks his path.

CUT TO:

EXT. A SUNNY DAY IN THE LANES IN BRIGHTON.

The young man, panic on face, sees another pub ahead. People 
are drinking outside front. He thinks this pub will work.

The young man enters and spots the TOILET SIGN and the “FOR 
PAYING CUSTOMERS SIGN” underneath. He heads towards it when - 

A gruff guy behind the bar, late 30’s, DRESSED QUITE PUNKY 
spots him. There is a pretty young girl on the other side of 
the bar, stacking glasses, looks over and smiles.

PUNKY BARMAN
Mate the toilet is for PAYING 
CUSTOMERS!

The young man just strolls with intention ignoring him.

PUNKY BARMAN (CONT’D)
(Under his breath)

Cheapskate! 

CUT TO:

INT. A TOILET FULL OF GRAFFITI. 

Shut door, lock doesn’t work so hold door, Unzip, drop pants, 
paper on seat, sit, relief as unloading, paper tear, wipe, 
flush, soap, wash hands and paper towel thrown in the bin.

As he exits the pub the punky barman looks peeved and the 
pretty barmaid walks past.

BARMAID
(It sounds like she says ‘Are you 
alright?’ But she says ‘You’re 
pretty’).

YOUNG MAN
uh?  

BARMAID
You’re really pretty.

YOUNG MAN
Oh... 



BARMAID
You’re really pretty. Really good 
looking. Sorry I shouldn’t be so 
forward but I had to say.

The young man looks her up and down.

YOUNG MAN
No no... I wasn’t sure what you 
said. I... Erm yeah, Thanks. 

(Beat)
Look,this is random but... do you 
want to kiss in the... toilet or 
somewhere? Just to... I don’t 
know... 

BARMAID
Sure.

CUT TO:

INT. THE SAME TOILET AS BEFORE BUT THE LITTLE WINDOW IS NOW 
OPEN.

They make out.

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE THE PUB IN THE LANES.

The young man leaves the pub with a spring in his step. The 
barmaid is stacking glasses and smiling. After a few steps a 
different pretty girl puts her arm around him.

YOUNG MAN
Oh hey!

He puts his arm around her and kisses her on the cheek.

GIRLFRIEND
You took your time.

YOUNG MAN
You don’t want to know.

She puts a PORKPIE HAT on his head.

YOUNG MAN (CONT’D)
What’s this?

GIRLFRIEND
A valentines day gift. You know I 
love hats on you.

YOUNG MAN
A porkpie hat?

GIRLFRIEND
They suit you.

She smiles and they walk down the lanes holding hands. END.
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